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Stepping Back 
How can we improve regulatory 

reviews to promote innovative and 
safe uses of genetically modified 

trees?
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• Rationale for change
• Urgent need and context for genetic innovation
• Impressive record of research accomplishment 

from field studies of GE trees
• Severe constraints to research and breeding from 

preclusion of gene flow
• Regulatory revisions

• Exemptions of the familiar and similar
• Tolerances for gene flow and management

• Stepping back

Goals for today



Billions are struggling now, and it’s a 
very scary future – agriculture and 
forestry of all kinds will become much
more difficult



No-analog thinking

“No-analog communities (communities that are compositionally 
unlike any found today) occurred frequently in the past and will 
develop in the greenhouse world of the future.” 



Constraints include
• Difficulty to inbreed / introgress new genes
• Long breeding cycle
• Common use of asexually propagated 

varieties of high value

Constraints to breeding with trees 
are great – GE methods offer very 
significant additional tools



GE proven to be of diverse value for 
forest trees
All demonstrated in the field

• Resistance to insects and diseases
• Tolerance to salinity and temperature stress
• Phytoremediation of environmental toxins
• Modified properties to improve processing for 

biofuels or pulp
• Tolerance to herbicides to reduce the 

environmental impacts, improve efficiency, or 
reduce costs of weed control treatments



• Accelerated flowering for faster breeding and 
research

• Fertility control for reduced spread and improved 
growth rate

• Synthesis of new, renewable bioproducts

GE proven to be of diverse value for 
trees
All demonstrated in the field



Yet there is hardly a trickle of 
commercial GE tree products 

compared to its scientific 
potential – why?

Social / market and regulatory 
barriers are great  



http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=47354&Cr=food+security&Cr1=#.UySzoPldVUV

Global admixture of GM and non-GM 
crops/food create immense coexistence, 
trade problems under current regulations
Many costly 
cases of trade 
disruption 
and lawsuits 
with corn, 
soy, and rice 
– billions in 
lost value

http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=47354&Cr=food+security&Cr1=


Op-Ed in Oregonian
June 16, 2013

Oregon GMO “wheat-gate” shows the 
huge risk in doing research

An agreed safe, well 
studied, extremely rare 
GMO left over from earlier 
research nearly crippled 
Pacific Northwest trade in 
wheat, led to lawsuits



The problem much worse for most 
trees



Field studies essential for complex trits
The case of the magic 
lignin-reduced trees

• Nature Biotechnology 
1999 – antisense 4CL
genes generated much 
excitement

• Increase of growth rate, 
halving of lignin content, 
no obvious ill effects in 
greenhouse



Plant Physiology, October 2010

Its totally
different in 
the field



• All gene flow must be prevented during research
• But movement from mature trees will occur due to 

incomplete domestication, wild and feral relatives, 
wide pollen and often seed movement

• Impedes or prevents stress resistance and other 
complex trait development 
• Require extensive field trials, through to tree maturity, 

to test many concepts and insertion events
• Increasingly an anachronism in the era of 

precision breeding, cisgenics, intragenics

The core problem:  Presumption of 
harm from GE method during 
research and breeding



• Slowness/difficulty of introgression – essentially 
unused in forestry

• Need diverse genes and genotypes 
transformed during breeding program

• Small economic benefits to pay back regulatory 
costs from single events

• Gene flow and AP/LLP a nightmare during 
research and breeding with many genes, 
genotypes, and events

An additional issue:  Event-
specific decisions and costs



October 2010 / Vol. 60 No. 9 • BioScience 729

A serious regulatory problem 
under USA system



International regulatory pressure in 
wrong direction due to Cartagena Pr.



An example of the perverse risks of 
method-based regulation: “Catkin-gate” 
The strange case of the upright summer catkin







Regulatory confusion, obstacles at 
national and international levels



Lignin-modified trees 
Concept proven, but much refinement needed
Type of gene, promoters, extent of modification, 
environment, stand management, genotype 
modified



Cold tolerant Eucalyptus 
Concept proven, much refinement needed
Type of gene, promoters, extent of modification, 
environment, stand age, genotype modified

Provided by Arborgen 



Forest pest epidemics increasing 
with travel and climate change 
Regulations make timely use impossible

1892 - White pine blister rust
1904 - Chestnut blight
1923 - Port-Orford-cedar root 

disease
1920s - Beech scale complex
1930 - Dutch elm disease
1967 - Butternut canker
1976 - Dogwood anthracnose
2000s - Sudden oak death

Examples

American elm
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Proposed regulatory solutions –
tiered regulation, product vs. process





Gene targeting, genome editing, 
coming along fast
= increased precision, safer than breeding

TALENs

CRISPRS



Suggested exemptions – a start
• Approved, familiar markers and gene transfer 

systems based on approvals in other crops
• Mutagenesis of transformation system
• Cisgenic (or functionally cisgenic) transfers from 

similar or closely related species (e.g., 
congeneric gene sources)

• Modification of expression of native genes and 
pathways (intragenic)

• Genome editing or mutagenesis



Suggested exemptions – a start
• Well understood products with urgent ecological 

or humanitarian value, and non-toxic
• USA: Early consult with FDA re. low level admixture

• Gene dispersal into the environment and 
associated AP/LLP during research and 
breeding, or when crop-appropriate mitigation 
methods are employed

• Best management practices (BMPs) not zero-
tolerance



Exemptions and lower tiers of 
regulation do not mean all GMOs 
unregulated
• Companies to choose regulatory reviews where 

desired, or with high novelty or risk
• Right of agencies to challenge based on trait 

novelty and scientific reviews
• Food safety, environmental benefit vs. hazard, 

trade hazards beyond newly set AP thresholds
• Presumptive value of innovation and safety, vs. 

presumption of harm due to method
• Comparator is conventional breeding and plant 

domestication practices
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In summary
• Growing population, living standards, and climate 

change pose existential challenges to civilization, 
economics, and livelihoods everywhere

• Ecosystems in the near future (one or a few tree 
generations) will change radically

• Breeding and genetics are not panaceas, but are 
powerful tools to help manage these threats



In summary
• GE has proven itself a very powerful new genetic 

tool for both crops and trees 
• Demand precaution, not the precautionary 

principle
• We need all major tools if we are to be able to cope 

with a frightening future
• Develop and use GE methods based on product 

familiarity, benefits, and safety
• Not based on the method or unworkable method-

based AP/LLP rules



The perfect 
is the enemy 
of the good

Voltaire was right….
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